1 the subject of this essay has been chosen with alasdair macdonald firmly in mind: the masque took place exactly four hundred years before his retirement, concerns the scottish royal family, was written by an author whom he greatly respects, and is of significance for its political references, dramatic form, poetic rhetoric and musical settings, all of which are known to be areas of interest to alasdair. the essay is dedicated to him with grateful affection. on 1st january 1611 it was henry himself who played the title role of the 'faery Prince'.
Why was oberon considered an appropriate subject for this significant political and cultural event? What is the relationship between the 1611 masque and the idea of supernatural beings, and in what ways does jonson change both the genre and the 'faery' tradition? this essay will look closely at the masque itself in context, in order to answer these and related questions. it will also take the opportunity to celebrate the unique achievements of this early modern dramatic, musical and visual spectacle, a 'minor masterpiece'3 in which a variety of skills and senses combined to form what shakespeare might aptly have described as 'something rich and strange '.4 by 1611 the masque, a richly expressive yet strangely hybrid art form, was a well-established mode of british court entertainment and political allegory.5 the baptism of Prince henry in 1594 had itself been celebrated with masques at the scottish court, and james's reign in england from 1603 onwards had already given rise to at least a dozen new masques, mainly written by jonson but also including works by thomas Campion and samuel daniel.6 the ingredients of a masque are lavish visual effects, poetic dialogue, songs, instrumental music and dance, combined for the purposes of display, propaganda and celebration. the masque form also importantly bridges the gap between performers and spectators by incorporating members of the royal family and their court in symbolic roles and dances. by 1611 the masque had grown into a dramatic art which played on this complex mirroring between stage and audience, as well as between mythology and actuality. a similar duality of principle also underlies the two-part formal structure of jacobean masques, with an antimasque preceding the main action and thereby prefiguring, in distorted or parodic mode, the content of the masque proper. this courtly entertainment allows little scope for doubt or ambiguity; threats of disruption embodied in the first part of the action are symbolically contained by, or banished from, the resolution of the second part. Chaos cedes to order; night gives way to day, and the hierarchies of court and state are reasserted.
